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Summary
The latest developments of modern methods of high-speed gear milling of large-module 

cylindrical gears, both for preliminary grinding of teeth and for final blade processing of gears, 
are considered. For high-speed blade gear processing, promising designs of worm carbide cut-
ters have been developed, manufactured and implemented. The technological regulations of 
blade gear processing for the operation of each of the design solutions of worm carbide cutters 
have been developed. The design of a special double-body worm cutter for double-sided cut-
ting has been developed. It is shown that the carbide cutting elements of the milling cutters, 
which are placed only along the lines of the machine engagement of the tool and the workpiece, 
make it more economical compared to the known designs of similar tools. The application of 
the developed technological methods of pre-blade processing of the teeth of hardened wheels 
with carbide cutters reduces the labor intensity of low-performance gear grinding operations, 
depending on the wheel module, by 3-4 times by reducing the allowance from 1.5–2.5 mm on 
the tooth side to 0.3–0.5 mm, and also allows you to ensure the gear processing process is eco-
nomical by reducing the consumption of carbide plates. The developed technological studies 
of ensuring the quality of gear processing of large-module cylindrical wheels allow us to solve 
the scientific and technical problem associated with the production of large-module gears with 
high-hardness teeth while improving the quality of their manufacture, reducing labor costs and 
reducing material consumption.

Keywords: high-speed blade gear processing, carbide cutters, cutting elements, techno-
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1. Introduction

The increase in production efficiency in various industries is largely due to the develop-
ment and development of mining and processing equipment, transport and energy systems, and 
other large-sized machines whose drives include large-module gears (m>12 mm). The improve-
ment of the specified technological equipment consists in increasing its power, increasing the 
speed of mutual movement of elements, ensuring the reliability of operation in deteriorating 
dynamic conditions, increasing durability (Czerniec, M., 2019: 53).
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The scientific novelty of the obtained results is that on the basis of a broad analysis and 
generalization of industrial achievements in gear processing, requirements for heavy-loaded 
and responsible gears, general principles for the development of structures and parameters of 
technological systems for gear processing of hardened large-module gears are formulated and 
implemented for the first time. This allows you to intensify the processing process and increase 
the efficiency of the process by minimizing the wear rate of the cutting tool and the cost of 
manufacturing it, provided that high accuracy of engagement and the quality of the surface 
layer are obtained.

The relevance of scientific solutions is to increase the productivity, accuracy and quality 
of gear processing of hardened large-modular gears on the basis of improving the technolog-
ical system and kinematics of gear milling, the design of tool and technological equipment. 
This allows you to increase the efficiency of shaping while ensuring the required accuracy of 
the gears. The development of a scientifically based assessment system allows technological 
support of the operational properties of the contact surfaces of hardened large-modular gears.

The purpose of the study is to solve the main directions of ensuring high performance 
of gear processing of hardened large-module gears at the specified parameters of accuracy and 
quality. To achieve this goal, it was necessary to solve research tasks to justify the development 
of a system of objective criteria for evaluating technological solutions that characterize the 
processing object, the technological process of shaping and allow us to formulate the main 
directions for ensuring high performance of gear processing of hardened large-module gears 
with specified parameters of accuracy and quality of the surface layer after processing.

The methodological basis of the work is a systematic approach to the study and descrip-
tion of the object and subject of research and, first of all, the technological processes of shaping 
the gear processing of hardened large-module gears as the basis for the formation of the prin-
ciples of production system management, the principles of modeling and management of the 
structure and parameters of discrete technological systems. Theoretical research is based on the 
basic principles of mechanical engineering technology, the theory of similarity and dimensions, 
the theory of simulation modeling, and the theory of artificial intelligence. Methods of pattern 
recognition theory and vector algebra are used for mathematical modeling of the structure of 
the production system. The theory of algorithms and the principles of structural object-ori-
ented programming, as well as methods of discrete optimization, were used to create a software 
and methodological complex of the production system simulation system. Group theory and 
relationship theory were used to analyze the structural properties of technological operations. 
The formalization of technological solutions was carried out on the basis of production models 
of knowledge representation. Experimental studies were conducted using the theory of model-
ing, discrete and correlation analysis.

2. Technological methods of processing large-module gears

The creation of new equipment in some cases is constrained by the technological capabil-
ities of manufacturing gear drives. Increasing the hardness of the working surfaces of the teeth 
of gears is one of the most effective and relevant ways to increase the load capacity and durabil-
ity of gears and, consequently, gearboxes while reducing their size and weight (Alaa, F., 2017; 
Dhafer, W., 2016: 45). 

The results of a number of studies (Kostyk, K., 2016: 54; Nechyporuk, M., 2020) indicate 
that increasing the surface hardness of the teeth from HRC 30 to HRC 60 allows you to halve 
the dimensions of the gearbox and reduce its weight by 3 times (Gołębski, R., 2018: 645).
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Modern technology of gear processing of large-modulus hardened wheels is devel-
oping in the direction of developing new technological approaches (Klochko, A., 2020: 25; 
Kostyk, V., 2019), forming processes of working surfaces of teeth (Gołębski, R., 2018: 647), 
creating new high-performance equipment (Mironenko, E., 2013: 3; Mironenko, E., 2015: 28), 
new tool materials and tools (Mohammadkhani, R., 2012: 6685). 

Modern requirements for increasing the hardness of the working surfaces of the teeth 
of gears is one of the most effective and relevant directions for increasing the load capac-
ity and durability (Kostyuk, G., 2019: 27) of gears and gearboxes while reducing their size 
(Jian, K., 2013: 4780; Suslov, A., 2006). 

During the operation of the gears, rolling friction and sliding friction occur simul-
taneously, causing wear and destruction of the working surfaces of the teeth (Permya-
kov, A., 2020: 17). This is accompanied by a violation of the correct engagement, an increase 
in noise, a drop in efficiency, the occurrence of dynamic load, etc. (Masjedi, M., 2015: 235).

In case of excessive wear of the teeth of the gear rings (m>26) and the wheels of the 
drums (m>20), it is not allowed to leave them in the mechanisms. The amount of wear and tear 
must not exceed the standard value by more than 0,17m.

The maximum wear of the gear teeth is (0.1–0.24) m, where m is the normal modu-
lus. For gears with hardened teeth, the maximum wear is 0.8 of the cemented layer thickness. 
(Artoni, A., 2019: 103; Gavranovic, S., 2019: 553; Suslov, A., 2018: 3).

If the working surface of the tooth is painted and other violations of the profile exceed 
the permissible standards, the wheels and gears must be replaced.

At the same time, a significant increase in the hardness of gears dramatically increases the 
complexity of their manufacture: the requirements for the rigidity of gear-cutting equipment, tool 
durability, and the need for expensive, but low-performance gear-grinding machines increase.

If for gears of small and medium modulus it is possible to obtain the required gearing 
characteristics relatively steadily by chemical-thermal treatment and gear grinding, then for 
large-modulus wheels (m=12÷65 mm), especially oblique-toothed ones with a tooth angle of 
more than βd = 250÷30° and a tooth length of more than bk=400÷1200 mm, the performance of 
technological operations of chemical-thermal treatment and gear grinding is repeatedly compli-
cated, and it is not always possible to achieve the set goals due to significant thermal deforma-
tions of the teeth (0.8-2.5 mm) and high (more than 200 machine hours) labor intensity of gear 
grinding operations (Nazapov, Yu. F., 2009: 9; Shapovalov, V., 2009: 4).

Performing the technological operation of gear grinding on the teeth of a large module 
in the conditions of removal of an increased allowance (1.0-2.5 mm) leads to the appearance of 
such defects in the surface layer as «cauterization» and microcracks, and in the layer itself there 
are tensile stresses, which ultimately reduce the load capacity and durability of heavy-loaded 
cylindrical gears.

When assigning the parameters of the state of the contacting surfaces of cylindrical 
large-modulus hardened gears, the possibilities of technological processing methods for pro-
viding the parameters of the state of the surface layer of roughness (Rmax, Ra, Rz, Rp, Sm, S), 
undulation (Wa, Wp, SmW,) and physical and mechanical properties of the surface layer are 
established (k=(Hμ0/Hμ)·100%, hμ0±σ0, hσ) (Timofeev, Yu. V., 2010: 214).

Analysis of the results of studies on the formation of the height of the roughness profile 
in various methods of gear processing of large-modulus hardened gears allowed us to conclude 
that the formation of roughness in all methods of gear processing by counter milling is influ-
enced not only by the geometric parameters of the cutting part of the cutter, but also by the radius 
of rounding of the cutting part of the cutter. However, the effect of the rounding radius on the 
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quality of the tooth surface formation during tooth processing has not been studied. The quality 
of the surface and the accuracy of the shape of the teeth of the wheels largely depends on the 
kinematic scheme of shaping, dynamic processes during gear milling, oscillatory movements of 
worm and special modular cutters relative to the surface to be processed.

3. Design features of advanced designs of carbide milling cutters

The traditional technology of processing teeth with standard worm cutters, in which the 
size of the cutting edges depends on the size (modulus) of the processed wheel teeth, does not 
allow to increase the number of cutting elements and reduce the load on the cutting edges of 
worm cutters, especially when equipped with hard alloy cutters. Due to the large size of the 
cutting edges, the process of grinding the teeth is complicated, ensuring the accuracy of the tool 
(Iurchyshyn, O., 2019; Stokes, J., 2008: 2).

Currently, two scientific directions of technological support of the operational proper-
ties of hardened large-module gears are being considered. The first of them provides for the 
technological support of the system of parameters of the surface layer (Czerniec, M., 2019; 
Popov, V., 2019: 471). The second is the technological support of the direct operational proper-
ties of hardened large-module gears (Kostyk, K., 2015: 39).

The foundation of the laid scientific foundations of the technology of manufactur-
ing parts in mechanical engineering was the work of Balakshin B. S., Bazrov B. M., Gra-
novsky G. I., Dalsky V. A., Kovan V. M., Korsakov V. S., Matalin A. A., Sokolovsky A. P., 
Suslov A. G., etc. (Suslov, A., 2006; Suslov, A., 2018: 8; Timofeev, Yu., 2010: 210).

When performing technological operations of tooth processing, it is time-consuming 
to manufacture and operate a complex tooth-processing tool. A significant increase in the 
hardness of the teeth of the wheels dramatically increases the complexity of their manufac-
ture, as the requirements for the rigidity of gear cutting equipment, tool durability, there is 
a need for expensive, but low-performance gear grinding machines, etc. Limited processing 
capabilities of large-modulus gears with m=12–65 mm and a tooth hardness above 350 HB 
with a degree of accuracy of 7B–8B lead to the fact that in a number of branches of mechani-
cal engineering, hardened gears are less than 20 %, which makes it necessary to manufacture 
a large number of spare parts and, accordingly, increases the labor intensity of operation, 
reduces the efficiency of machines.

One of the important issues of improving the reliability of hardened large-module 
gears is to ensure their quality indicators at the design stage of manufacturing technologies. 
The production of large-module gears with a tooth hardness of 52–60 HRC and a tooth length 
of 200–800 mm requires considerable labor. In the EU countries, the share of this stage is spent 
(30–35) % of the total cost of production of the product, since up to 80 % of defects are «laid» 
in the design of the technological process, and the quality of the product is largely determined 
by the condition of the contact surfaces of hardened large-module gears.

For pre-grinding of teeth or final blade processing of large-modulus cylindrical gears 
with a module m=12–65 mm, hardened 30–60 HRC, promising designs of worm carbide cutters 
have been developed, manufactured and implemented. For the operation of each of the design 
solutions of worm carbide cutters, the technological regulations for their operation have been 
developed (Shapovalov, V., 2009: 5; Timofeev, Yu., 2010: 211).

A special feature of the design of special double-body double-sided worm milling cutters 
for cutting chevron hardened gears is that a circle is used as a palloid of machine engagement of 
the tool and the part (Fig. 1), passing through the lower boundary points of the involute B and 
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B1. In this case, the active sections of the gearing lines BE and B1E1 are located symmetrically 
relative to the inter-axial perpendicular and at some distance from it (Jian, K., 2013: 4782; 
Gasanov, M., 2018: 36). 

The angle of the profile of the teeth of the special cutter αk depends on the number of 
teeth of the processed wheel Zk and is determined by the dependence:

к В В� � �� � ,

where αв – is the angle of pressure at the lowest point B of the involute; σв– is half the 
angular thickness of the tooth at the lower boundary points B and B1 of the involute.

 
Fig. 1. Scheme of machine engagement of a special carbide milling cutter  

with a processed wheel

In the range of the cut teeth of the wheel Zк = 20–400 the angle of the profile of the teeth 
of special milling cutters varies within αК=5°–19°. 

Each cutter can cut the teeth of the wheel in a certain range of tooth numbers: ZК = 33–49, 
ZК = 46–66, ZК = 60–88, ZК = 88–134, ZК = 134–204 (Gasanov, M., 2018: 37). The techno-
logical installation of the milling cutters is achieved by turning one milling cutter body rel-
ative to the other at a certain calculated angle and changing the thickness of the remote ring 
laid between the housings. In each of the milling cutter bodies, several keyways are made 
(Mironenko, E., 2013).

Toothed uncorrected wheels with a number of teeth 33-49 can be cut with a cutter with 
an angle of the profile αК=9° and the installation of the cutter bodies with a turn on the angle θ:

� �� 2zК К ,

where ZК– number of teeth of the wheel to be cut;
� � �K K K� � ' ,

where α 'K – determined from the graph (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Graph for determining the applicability of special carbide cutters

For corrected wheels, the range of the number of teeth to be cut increases: at X = +0.56, 
applying the cutter with αК=9°, cut gears with the number of teeth 25, and at X = –0.56, cut 
gears with the number of teeth 57 (Gasanov, M., 2018: 38). 

When installed on the machine, the milling cutter bodies located on the mandrel are 
combined with the first teeth in the same plane and set at a distance Sф, determined by the cone 
template. Measure the internal distance between the ends of both bodies of the cutter and select 
the remote ring on it. Then install the cutter bodies on the corresponding keyways and fix them 
on the mandrel. The milling cutter with a mandrel is installed in the caliper of the machine with 
subsequent adjustment relative to the axis of the wheel tooth.

The advantage of the considered designs of special worm cutters is that they simulta-
neously process both side surfaces of the wheel teeth with both housings. The cutting forces 
from both bodies are directed towards each other, i.e. there is a power short circuit inside the 
tool. This helps to reduce vibrations and vibrations of the machine table together with the 
processed wheel.

The most rational area of use of the considered special milling cutters is the serial and 
large-scale production of gears, for example, used in coal-grinding and ore-grinding mills, 
excavators, rolling mills, lifting mechanisms.

A special worm milling cutter (Fig. 3) m=20 mm was developed and manufactured. 
The development of the technology of pretreatment of hardened gears with an allowance for 
gear grinding with worm cutters equipped with non-sharpenable rotary plates was preceded by 
the development and modeling of the technological process of forming using universal milling 
cutters m=12–36 mm of one-sided and two-sided cutting, equipped with plates made of alloys 
VK10-OM; VK10-XOM. On the side surfaces of the turns in the tangential grooves, hard-al-
loy non-sharpenable rotary plates made of alloys VK10-OM; VK10-XOM with dimensions of 
20x16x6 mm are installed, which are fixed in the sockets with eccentric screws.

The carbide cutting elements are placed only along the lines of the machine engagement 
of the tool and the workpiece, which makes such a cutter more economical compared to the 
known designs of similar tools.
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Also, the tangential arrangement of carbide cutting plates with wear-resistant coatings 
contributes to the increase in tool durability.

 Fig. 3. Special worm carbide milling cutter m=20 mm, (αи=9°; zк=25–57)

The technological disadvantage of special carbide cutters is the impossibility of process-
ing gears with the same tool, which significantly differ from each other in the number of teeth. 
Meanwhile, in the practice of heavy engineering, gears that include a gear with a small num-
ber of teeth are widely used, for example, zк=12÷40 and a multi-toothed wheel, for example, 
zк=180÷316. These are gears of coal-and ore-grinding mills, excavators, etc.

When processing such wheels with different worm cutters, the identity of the main pitch 
and the profile of the teeth will not be ensured, which will undoubtedly affect the quality of 
engagement and the durability of the gear train. Of particular importance for the quality of 
engagement is the processing of the mating pair of hardened (HRC 30-60) gears with the same 
tool, the operational run-in of which is practically excluded.

In order to improve the accuracy of engagement of mating, mainly hardened, gears with 
a different number of teeth, and to reduce the range of tools used, the design of universal 
large-modulus carbide worm cutters m=12-65 mm has been developed. As a palloid of machine 
engagement of such milling cutters with the processed wheel, the dividing circle of the wheel is 
used, and the angle of the profile of the teeth of the tools is equal to αи=20°.

The double-body design of single-sided cutting cutters is designed for processing wheel 
teeth in two passes. The milling cutter (Fig. 4) consists of the left 1 and right 2 bodies with a 
conical screw thread of one direction, in the grooves of which there are hard-alloy non-sharpen-
able rotary plates.

According to the gear processing technology developed for this design (Shapo-
valov, V., 2009: 3; Timofeev, Yu., 2010: 209), each of the milling cutter bodies is installed sep-
arately on the gear milling mandrel with an offset relative to the center perpendicular 00/ pair 
“tool-part” at a distance of ly (Fig. 4), defined by the point В (В/) of the intersection of the circle 
of the lower boundary point of the tooth involute and the machine engagement line ВЕ (В/Е/). 
The installation distance does not depend on the number of teeth of the wheel to be processed. 
The value of ly is determined by the profile angle of the initial contour of the toothed rail α0, 
the height of the tooth leg hf and the radius of the rounding of the tooth head of the tool for 
pre-cutting rф. These parameters depend only on the modulus and the displacement coefficient 
of the original contour of the rack.
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Thus, by alternately installing each of the housings with an offset on the gear mandrel, 
one cutter can process gears with any number of teeth in two passes. The displacement of the 
milling cutter body from the centerline perpendicular to the calculated distance ly is carried out 
using a special template installed in the center finder of the machine, which is placed on the 
milling head in the axis of rotation of the machine table.

For the convenience of practical determination, a graph is presented (Fig. 2) of the 
dependence of the installation distance ly on the modulus of the cut teeth of the wheel and the 
displacement coefficient of the initial contour of the gear rack-X. For values of the offset coeffi-
cient of the original contour X>1.0, the value of the installation distance ly can be obtained with 
a negative sign. This means that the tool must be moved on the machine during installation so 
that its first tooth with the largest radius of rotation does not cross the centerline perpendicular 
during displacement.

In practice, the installation of the tool at the calculated distance ly does not require high 
accuracy and can be performed either using a special template or using a ruler mounted on the 
caliper of the machine.

 
                             a                                                   b    

Fig. 4. Two-body universal single-sided milling cutter:
a-left housing assembly; b-right housing assembly (1-right housing; 2-left housing; 

3-hard-alloy substrate; 4-screw for fixing the block 5; 5 – block for fixing the cutting 
blade; 6-cutting plate; 7-cutting tooth)

Analysis of cutting schemes and kinematics of gear processing with universal dou-
ble-body cutters (Shapovalov, V., 2009: 3; Mironenko, E., 2015: 30) shows that when the right 
body is working (Fig. 4, a), the axial cutting forces Px coincide with the direction of rotation 
of the processed wheel ωк (with the direction of rotation of the dividing worm wheel of the 
machine), and the removal of the allowance goes sequentially from the base of the tooth to its 
top (arrow B).
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When removing the allowance in the direction of the arrow B (Fig. 4, b), the width of 
the layers cut by the teeth of the left housing, although not exceeding the nominal length of 
the cutting edge of 20 mm, is still 2-2.5 times greater than that of the teeth of the right housing 
(Iurchyshyn, O., 2019; Klochko, A., 2020).

The placement of the carbide cutting elements of the cutter only along the lines of the 
machine engagement of the tool and the workpiece makes it more economical compared to the 
known designs of similar tools.

4. Conclusions

The developed technological studies of ensuring the quality of gear processing of 
large-module cylindrical wheels allowed us to solve the scientific and technical problem asso-
ciated with the production of large-module gears with high-hardness teeth while improving the 
quality of their manufacture, reducing labor costs, and reducing material consumption.

The application of the developed technological methods of pre-blade processing of the 
teeth of hardened wheels with carbide cutters reduces the labor intensity of low-performance 
gear grinding operations, depending on the wheel module, by 3-4 times by reducing the allow-
ance from 1.5–2.5 mm on the tooth side to 0.3–0.5 mm, and also allows you to ensure the gear 
processing process is economical by reducing the consumption of carbide plates.

The obtained results of the research allow us in the long term:
– to develop a technological system for finishing gear milling of large-modulus hardened 

cylindrical gears instead of gear grinding for gears of accuracy degree 6B-8B (GOST1643-81), 
operating in wide speed ranges (0.5-30 m/s), power 50-500000 kW wheel diameter 500-12000 
mm, gear crown height up to 1200 mm, module 12-65 mm;

– develop special equipment to provide technological equipment for intensive and 
high-quality high-speed gear processing of large-modulus hardened cylindrical gears;

– to develop methods for modeling the relationship between the operational properties 
of the surfaces of large-modulus hardened cylindrical gears with quality indicators using graph 
theory, the choice and purpose of technological support for the system of parameters for assess-
ing the impact of vibrations on the formation process, the criterion method for assessing the 
impact of thermal balance on the performance, accuracy and quality of the surface layer, which 
allows us to form a single technological approach for processing large-modulus hardened cylin-
drical gears.
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